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Abstract 
Explorative learning in Virtual World concerns about student getting lost and without clear direction. More 
time is wasted through wondering around places rather than go through learning and training directly. This project is 
about how to design health course in Virtual World by using instructional design. On pilot study, episiotomy and 
dementia module is created in Second Life. The result is gathered and used for further development.
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1. Introduction 
Vozenilek (2004) said that the explosion of the number of technology tools for the last decade has enable 
health and medical education in exploring web-based education, virtual reality and high-fidelity patient simulation. 
Mead et al (1999) stated that there is exponential growth of internet health seeking information which uniformly 
high. Healthcare and pharmaceutical industries used to brings everyday innovations which mean the difference 
between life and death of the patients. Enspire is one of the organizations which bring solutions for medical 
education. It brings unique experience, cutting edge innovation, and production values to the online healthcare 
education space. Toyle (1998) stressed that changes of health services are the result of the vast changes in computers 
and communication technology. 
Since today, the Virtual World or online 3D Virtual Learning Environment has become the new comers in 
education field, there is a lot of vacant space needs to be accessed to create firm learning environment for online 
students. Teaching and learning practices should evolve and the university should be in the fore in implementing 
changes, recognizing that it is academic objectives that should drive innovations and not the technology. Therefore, 
a general methodology for the planning, application and evaluation of teaching and learning techniques and tools 
should be developed in manipulating this new technology. 
Sanchez (2007) had analyzed that Second Life that is one of Virtual World or metaverse program lack of 
two important things which make it unsuccessful to attract student interest. The first was that student could not 
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realize and understand the purpose of their Second Life activity which how it was related to their course material. 
Second, students felt that they weren’t given adequate instruction to complete the tasks assigned in second Life. 
Second Life also lacks of Learning Management Systems which normally could provide a grade book, an 
assignment drop box, asynchronous discussion tools, online surveys, and objective assessments (Kluge and Riley, 
2008). This would make instructors has rigid control over lesson sequencing. The instructors need to get control of 
lectures, power point presentations, essay and multiple choices exams as well as discussion boards in Second Life. 
It can be seen throughout history that instructional design would changes through the changes of time and 
technology. Reiser (2006) confirmed that the changes of media such as computers, media and other digital media 
did have great effects towards the instructional practices. This would include instruction in Virtual World 
environment, mobile phone technology and other gadgets. 
Since intervention strategies could be done to enhance promotion of health and safety, instructional design in 
metaverse could be used to give solutions. Mead et al (1999) suggested the application of cognitive theory to 
training and design solutions for age related computer use. Feldman and Case (1999) had proved that instructional 
design materials can improve health and safety through self learning. Through instructional design self-training, 
people with low intellectual skills can improve their parenting skills with low cost, low technology and self 
instructional materials. Further more J Sweller and P Chandler (1994) had compute the result of analysis of both 
intrinsic and extraneous cognitive load that can lead to instructional designs generating spectacular gains in learning 
efficiency.  
2. Current Courseware in 2D 
Both web-based courseware and Virtual World course module have similarities and difference in certain 
design. There are four major parts of the course module. They are objective, tutorial, enhancement activities and 
quiz or test. 
x Navigation Design
Navigation in 2-dimensional course module normally use hyperlink. The titles of the lessons list can be  
presented anywhere at the beginning of the module, for example appeared below on the left hand side of  
Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Courseware navigation design in 2D 
x Objectives design
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Figure 2 shows the example of the objective part in web courseware, whereby the student would know the  
missions that they should achieve at the end of the lesson. 
Figure 2: Courseware objective design in 2D 
x Body of knowledge or Tutorials Design
 Tutorial contains the contents of the teaching in a lesson. Figure 3 shows the example of the tutorial part  
 where the student may learn the lesson of the subject in 2D. 
Figure 3: Courseware tutorial design in 2D 
x Enhancement Design
Figure 4 shows the example design of the enhancement part where the student can make activities of the 
security lesson. The student can make matching the appropriate item by dragging it to the human body.  If 
it’s correct, it will stay; otherwise it will go back to the original place. 
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Figure 4: Courseware activity design in 2D 
x Quizzes Design
A quiz is the short test given to student after a lesson. Figure 5 shows the example of web based quizzes  
design of the course module. 
Figure 5: Courseware quizzes design in 2D 
3. Virtual World Course Module 
In this development, we had created three prototypes. They are in tooth decay, episiotomy and dementia. 
Two of them (episiotomy and introduction of dementia) had been implemented and tested at the Malaysia Science of 
University by 21 health students during the pilot study. Each of the programs consists of 5 parts.  They are the 3D 
hospital environment, introduction, tutorial, and quizzes. The test system was developed after the conduction of case 
study and the health 3D simulator objects for enhancement would be developed in further research. 
x Framework in VW
      Developing health and medical module can be a hassle without the framework. Technically medical  
 subjects need a practical or clinical practice besides the theoretical. Figure 6 shows the simple framework  
 of the Virtual World course module design. 
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Figure 6: Virtual World Courseware Framework Design 
x Navigation Design
      Navigation in Virtual world can be made through teleporting, flying, walking and running from current 
 place to another place. The student just make point to where or which lesson they want to move, then they 
 would  be transferred to that places. Figure 7  show navigation design in virtual world. 
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x Objectives design
      Objectives can be given at the beginning of environment exploration whereby the student may know what      
      task that they should make throughout the lesson learning for examples, at the front door of the building, in    
      front of the gate of the prison or at any beginning stage of the exploration. Figure 8 show objective design    
      sample in Virtual World 
Figure 8: Objective design sample in Virtual World 
x Body of knowledge or Tutorials Design
     Tutorial of the course can be offered through pictures, whiteboards, power points, web links, 3D 
 animations,   video and experience learning environment. Figures 9 show tutorial sample design in Virtual  
 World. 
Figures 9: Tutorial samples design in Virtual World 
x Enhancement Design
      For enhancement learning, simulated environment and simple game can be offered through this stage  
      whereby the student may practice and enhance their understanding from tutorial part. Figure 10 shows  
      simulated environment sample in Virtual World. 
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Figure 10: Simulated environment sample in Virtual World
x Quizzes Design
The student may answers short quiz after each lesson learned by clicking the multiple choice answer. The  
correct and wrong answer would be told directly and the student can learn their mistake through this  
practice. Figure 11 shows sample Quizzes design in Virtual world. 
Figure 11: Sample Quizzes design in Virtual world 
x Test Design
Test Design is normally done after the couple of lessons. Here is the example of the test design. When the  
student click test paper of the module’s given, the questionnaires appeared on the screen and the student  
can answer it by clicking the multiple choice answers. Figure 12 shows sample test design in Virtual  
World. After the students answer all the questions, the lecturer can receive the student’s answer through his 
email. This can make the lecturer track student performance. Figure 13 shows sample output result of test 
of Virtual World in email. 
Figure 12: Sample test design in Virtual World 
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Figure 13: Sample output result of test of Virtual World in gmail. 
4. 2D vs VW Courseware 
2Ds and Virtual World courseware or course module have several similarities and differences. Here are several 
points that can be declared about 2d and VW course module differences. 
2D Virtual World 
Different lessons in different frames Different lessons in different land space 
Navigation by frames hyperlink Navigation by teleporting and flying 
Simple activities like drag and drops with low 
simulated activities. 
High simulation activities like gaming can be 
done in one activity 
Table 1: Courseware different in 2D and Virtual World 
5. Limitation 
There are three important limitations of this pilot studies. They are connections speed, time and cost. 
Connections speed is vital which we can’t develop, access, connect and do practice with low internet connection 
speed. Time is relatively consuming in developing 3D objects and gaming or simulating styles in Second Life. It’s 
good to have lots of 3D library objects to make developing faster. Cost is relatively high in developing course 
module in second Life. There are monthly subscription needed and space or land buying required. Lots of lessons 
means lots of space/land required. To develop 5 simple lessons means we have to buy 5 different lands, space or 
location. 
6. Further Development 
From the results of pilot study, further design development and enhancement would continue to expand on 
several aspects. They are: 
x 3D instructional architecture design on building environment for navigation
The real map, signs and more instructions should be added. Adding real 3D environment could give more 
real learning experience. Merrill (2002) has identified that learners should engaged in solving real-world 
problems as first principle of instruction. Real situation and environment would resemble real world 
problem and situation and the program would be more real and straight forward. Then, it would reach the 
objectives faster.  
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x Quizzes result computation
Result of quizzes can be cumulated at the end of test. Dick and Carey (1990) and Andrews and Goodson 
(1980) suggest test as one of the several activities that instructional designers need to created. 
x Parental lesson modules 
Courseware in virtual world could follow the good instructional principles by George M.piskurich (2000), 
where the subject should only be given to the student of the subject itself, so they may have interest on it, 
not for random users. 
x Experiments would be launch in higher speed Internet connection region.
Further experiments would be launch in UK for better results and findings. From the pilot study and 
previous research by Thompson , Vivian and Raye (1997) internet connection or access speed is highly 
rated as very important by the users in case at Malaysia and Singapore. The system should only be 
implemented at the fast speed region, so the virtual reality environment could be express in real time, and 
fast. Thus, it would avoid the lack of interruption and slow movement which cause low concentration and 
give up. 
x Multimedia for more interactive learning
The program should be more interactive by adding sounds and more animations. Frick et al, (2002) 
suggested that the modules need to be more interactive and with more multimedia, and making them more 
difficult or challenging. 
x Simulators on learning activities
The simulator or 3D simulations object should be created for learning understanding enhancement. 
The plan of health simulators is already in future development plan. Salter (2003) had made some 
suggestion on importance of multiple representation of content for instructors to be prepared and students 
to be encouraged. 
x Technology and specific instructions guidance before learning sessions
The specific guidance or User’s Guide would be prepared on next experiment for all participants as 
guidelines in doing the learning of the program so they may well acknowledge before and during the 
learning process. 
7. Conclusion 
We could see, that the slow internet connection become the highest limitation and the 3D environment and 
instructions became the second important factor of system design, followed by module and sound. Animation and 
simulator also need an attention in the future development. 
Overall, most of the student agreed that, studying with virtual reality program is safe rather than make 
experiment on real patient, interactive, less boring, easy to remember and alternative studying choice for distance 
health student. On the other hand, the health students should be internet savvy and need proper guideline to start the 
virtual environment learning and training. Otherwise, it would be wasting time and lack of focus. Thus, instructions 
need to be more specific and elaborative. Further development is being done in alternative medicine, nutrition and 
women health modules. 
This  Instructional  Health  Virtual  World  design  framework  can  be  applied  in  other  field  than  health  such  as  
engineering, pure sciences and arts. This learning program would be beneficial for understanding complicated health 
modules and can be assessed worldwide. Thus this type of learning and training is safer, economical, faster, increase 
student performance and profitable to educational institution, which would attract more people in learning health. 
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This framework and strategy can still be enhanced either in macro or micro aspects.  
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